May 27, 2010 Scouting Report – Hot: We begin counting 90 degree days, LDS returns, Dollar
spot arrives, Fairy ring, Waitea patch, Microdochium patch, Brown patch, Keith’s Dollar spot
research, Tim’s Waitea research, and Nick says Graphs, graphs, and graphs
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
This week has been unusual to say the least. We now have experienced our first string of hot
days. It is a first. Not in 140 years has Chicago experienced such a hot May period – 4 days
over 85 degrees. We now count days above 90 degrees a little early. In a normal summer and
that number approaches 20 days on average. In 2008 and 2009 we did not come close – our
count remained single digits. The heat came during a critical week for golf course preparations –
prior to Memorial Day weekend. In addition to regular maintenance, most courses were planting
annual flower beds – a narrow window of time after last frost and before Memorial Day.

Localized Dry Spot! Signs of midsummer 90+ degree heat occurring in May – other midsummer
signs turf-wise, dollar spot, brown patch, fairy ring...and everything in between. Settle 5-26-10
If the record heat weren’t enough, localized flooding occurred across the state yesterday. So goes
the trials and tribulations of a natural game. And so continues my admiration of superintendents
and their crew that deal with every golf season as it comes. The 2010 season is already quite
different from 2008 and 2009 (both overly cool). Meantime we get a reprieve – forecast for the
near future is nice (highs 80s lows 50s). That’s a forecast for the good for the game... Enjoy!
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A Warm May also occurred in 2002...
This week, Tom Skilling wrote, “Chicago temperatures this past Sunday through Wednesday
(May 23-26) averaged 77.8-degrees---a stunning 17-degrees above the long term average of
60.8-degrees and nearly 15-degrees warmer than the same period a year earlier. In only twelve
other years since 1928 have four consecutive days with highs of 85-degrees or warmer
occurred... The last time that occurred this early in the season was eight years ago in 2002. The
summer which followed went on to produce 32 days with highs of at least 90-degrees.”
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May's rapid warmup: soil temperatures (2 inch depth)

Soils cross 70° after a cool month soil-wise which had delayed turf recovery from winter injury.
Scattered thunderstorms brought localized flooding to Illinois on Wed, May 26.
In Chicago, floods occurred in northwest suburbia. Central and Southern Illinois also flooded.
Brian Thomson of Biltmore, N. Barrington:
“Just received 1 inch of rain – took these
pictures after the storm went through. Tree
hit by lighting (right next to our weather
station). Some areas just next to us received
2 inches of rain, winds of 30 mph. Washed
out flower beds and bunkers, of course.”
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Everything all at once in May – Fairy ring, Waitea patch, Dollar spot, and Brown patch
What we expected. Rapid progression of the season occurred within one week. A combination
of heat and humidity meant first dollar spot developed uniformly across all Chicago’s suburbs.
Also we experienced a unique event – plant pathogens associated with cool temperatures (e. g.,
Microdochium patch) were alongside others associated with midsummer temperatures (e.g.,
Rhizoctonia brown patch). A rapid transition of temperature from cool to warm meant it was
hard to keep up. A silver lining? The unusual weather did provide good opportunity research.

Fairy ring research will deliver data in 2010! String outlines each 4 ft by 6 ft plots, treatments
being tested for ability to suppress type 2 fairy ring (green ring) symptoms. Settle 5-25-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
The weather determines what we do and when big shifts in weather come our way we must be
prepared. This past week was a good example of that. The cool and wet weather gave way to
warm temps and pop-up thunderstorms. We have had the moisture this whole year for disease
activity and with the first hot temperatures came the common summer diseases, dollar spot and
brown patch.
We first got an email from a central Illinois superintendent saying that dollar spot exploded last week.
Well it exploded in Chicago this week. I scouted my lawn and sure enough I found the lesions of dollar
spot or brown patch. Microscopic examination of the mycelia characteristics or growing the fungus on a
gel agar would be needed to distinguish the two in lawn height turf. I also found some damage from red
thread. Although this disease isn’t one to worry about, fertilizer would do the trick.

Summer diseases here! Lesions appear on tall fescue turf in the cultivar evaluation trial. Rincker 5-23-10
CDGA Dollar Spot Research
Since dollar spot has begun and we have the environment for its development I thought I would share
some data from a study we conducted the last two years. At North Shore CC in Glenview and Coyote
Run GC in Flossmoor we looked at 9 different fungicide programs with different strategies of controlling
dollar spot. Some programs were preventative and others were based on a 5% curative threshold.
Programs of systemic products used different strategies like long intervals (up to 28 or even 35 days) and
low rates to keep costs down. Our CDGA program is unique by mixing a curative and preventative
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approach and using long intervals to keep total spray applications down along with costs. In our program,
the first treatment would be triggered now because we have now seen dollar spot and environmental
conditions are favorable for development. For reference, last year we made our first CDGA program
application on June 18 and in 2008 it was on June 6.
Results from 2008 and 2009
The CDGA program used Emerald at a high rate of 0.18 oz/1000 ft2 for the first application and then
again we would wait for dollar spot to appear. In each of the two years we achieved about 35 days of
control with this strategy. Even though this year dollar spot hit earlier, most likely the temperatures will
come down a little and create an environment for slow dollar spot development where long periods of
control are possible.
In the graph below I averaged our area under the disease curve (AUDPC) results over both locations and
both years. In short, the higher number the more dollar spot within the plots through the season. As
expected, Daconil every 14 days controlled dollar spot excellently while the curative programs had some
dollar spot. The 3-way rotation and CDGA programs both used systemic products and controlled dollar
spot well with fewer inputs (number of applications and total cost) compared to Daconil every 14 days.
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I was thinking about the growing degree days this week since everything seemed to happen all at once.
GDD Tracker.net shows that in the last 5 days we gained over 200 growing degree days base 32. At
Midway we are now at 1814 growing degree days and 535 (base 50). Since we are now entering summer,
different models are shown on GDD Tracker. Crabgrass germination is in full swing in Chicagoland and
now and models are in place for Japanese beetle, bluegrass billbug, and black turfgrass ataenius. It’s
summer now.
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@hotmail.com CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Waitea Study
Background: As we transition from the cool,
wet spring that we have had this year into the
summer months, we have begun seeing
symptoms and signs for the Waitea disease
(Waitea circinata var. circinata).
This
Rhizoctonia disease occurs primarily on annual
bluegrass putting greens as a soilbourne fungus
making it predisposed to cool, wet and humid
conditions. The symptoms of the disease are
circular ringed patches that are yellow in color
and range in size from a 1- inch to 3 feet in diameter. Within larger ringed patches, healthy
growing turf can be found appearing unaffected. As number of rings increase, they may coalesce.
Fungal infections of this disease typically cause a level of damage that is often superficial,
lacking in completely killing the plants, but having the ability to cause major thinning causing
an unsightly for the golfer. Mycelium can be found in the vicinity of the crown region upon
infection and can be identified under a microscope by its tan/brownish color strands, appearing
large with right-angled, branching with septation and basal constriction at the intersections. A
simple diagnostic approach that can be used to identify the disease and if you are not sure
whether it is Brown Patch or Waitea, you can simply take a sample at the outer ring and incubate
overnight in a container. After incubation, if you are seeing copious amounts of mycelium and a
smoke ring in the turf verdure, you are more likely to be dealing with Brown Patch disease as the
Waitea does not typically produce large amounts of mycelium.
Research in Progress: The test site being used for study is a regulation putting green at
Biltmore Country Club in North Barrington, this being a location with mixed annual bluegrass
and creeping bentgrass greens commonly affected on an annual basis each spring. Preventative
treatments for the study were started on May 6, 2010 and the second application of the 14 day
interval treatments was applied May 20 prior to last weekend’s high humidity and increase in
temperature. It was at this date that we also began to see the first faint appearances of the Waitea
disease. We were spot on for the application for Waitea development, but what we did not plan
for was an outbreak of Michrodochium within our plot study on May 21-23.
A summary of the treatments successful in controlling incidences of the two diseases included
Heritage, Tartan, Tartan + TritonFlo, Banner + Dac, Banner + Dac + Civitas + Harmonizer while
the chemistries that selectively controlled Waitea and not Microdochium were shown to be
Tourney, TritonFlo and Prostar. Daconil provided less effective results and the Civitas +
Harmonizer treatment was not successful at treating Waitea.
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The visual qualities for the study show the Banner + Daconil + Civitas + Harmonizer provided
exceptional quality throughout the two dates followed closely by the Tartan + TritonFlo
combination. The Tartan, Banner + Daconil, Heritage and Urea treatments were all statistically
similar, and all providing acceptable quality. Daconil, Triton, Civitas and Harmonizer and
Prostar produced lesser visual quality and this is most part be due to the threshold for
Microdochium infections being much lower than that of the Waitea.
Visual Quality as effected by A Combination of two diseases: Waitea and Microdochium
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It is also evident in the comparison of “Quantities of Infection Centers” and the “Waitea Rings”
charts indicate that there are variations in the levels of chemical control between the two diseases
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and notably we may be getting negative, non-target affects from some of the treatments. In
some cases like the 28day treatment of Prostar (a.i. flutalonil), we are able to see this
antagonistic effect for the possible enhancement of Microdochium and we see a much higher
number of the disease in these plots than any other. The complexity of fungi and microorganisms
within the turf system is very hard to quantify but can be understood though analyzing disease
enhancement or resurgence patterns. Disease enhancement has actually been shown in prior
published studies with the chemicals flutalonil and azoxystrobin for the enhancement of dollar
spot or summer patch enhancement by chlorothalonil as found in the “Chemical Control of
Turfgrass Diseases” by Vincelli et al. at the University of Kentucky.
I am looking forward to the progression of this study and the lack of future incidences of
Microdochium patch as we approach the summer!
Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
The Website updates continue…
1. Duplicate content was removed from the ‘about us’ and ‘contact’ pages of the
www.cdgaturf.com website. This is a big no-no for search engine optimization and
Google punishes any website with duplicate content by sending them to page 100+ of
search results.
2. The info on the ‘Contact Us’ page has been updated and now has a form to submit
questions and feedbacks to the CDGA Turfgrass Team.
3. A new section has been created that will contain graphs graphs and more graphs. All the
graphs from scouting reports will now be hosted on the website and will be categorized
by:
a. Weather
b. Bentgrass Variety Trials
c. Tall Fescue Variety Trials
d. Kentucky Bluegrass Variety Trials
e. Research
4. The home page (index.html) now has icons to follow us on Linked In, Twitter, and
Facebook.
This week I found another really cool web tool by Google called Alerts. Google describes this
tool as “email updates of the latest relevant Google results (web, news, etc.) based on your
choice of query or topic”. This basically means that you pick a keyword or keyword phrase, and
Google will email you once a day with all the latest blog posts, articles, video, and feeds that
contains that keyword. I suggest typing in your name or your businesses name and you will
know immediately when something on the web is created about you or your organization.
http://www.google.com/alerts
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Dollar spot – final image theme this week... an’t help it.

Dollar spot is back! Lesions and spots were found on a bentgrass tee without fungicide. Rincker 5-26-10

Dollar spot infection centers on susceptible bentgrass ‘Century’, Sunshine Course. Settle 5-26-10
Scout for dollar spot. Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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